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ABSTRACT
Fast ions in fusion plasmas often leave characteristic signatures in the plasma neutron emission. Measurements of this emission are subject
to the phase-space sensitivity of the diagnostic, which can be mapped using weight functions. In this paper, we present orbit weight functions
for the TOFOR and NE213 neutron diagnostics at the Joint European Torus, mapping their phase-space sensitivity in 3D orbit space. Both
diagnostics are highly sensitive to fast ions that spend a relatively large fraction of their orbit transit times inside the viewing cone of the
diagnostic. For most neutron energies, TOFOR is found to be relatively sensitive to potato orbits and heavily localized counter-passing orbits,
as well as trapped orbits whose “banana tips” are inside the viewing cone of TOFOR. For the NE213-scintillator, the sensitivity is found to be
relatively high for stagnation orbits.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0040696

I. INTRODUCTION
The age of burning plasmas is quickly approaching. With the

ITER tokamak1,2 and smaller projects such as SPARC,3 burning
plasmas will pose novel challenges in regard to dominant alpha
particle heating. Fast alpha particles are created in fusion reac-
tions between fast deuterium (D) and tritium (T) ions, which will
be further explored in the upcoming DT campaign at Joint Euro-
pean Torus (JET).4 The behavior of these fast ions may lead to
undesired losses in energy and fast-ion density5 of varying sever-
ity, such as via the development of energetic particle modes,6 via
the interaction with Alfvén eigenmodes,7–9 and via the interac-
tion with sawteeth instabilities.10–13 Understanding the behavior and
physics of these fast ions is therefore considered paramount.14–16

Prior to the development of the tools of velocity-space tomogra-
phy,9,17–23 an assessment of how the fast ions are distributed in veloc-
ity space was only possible by simulations of the fast-ion distribution

function and finding the simulation matching the experimental data
the best.23,24 With velocity-space tomography, a reconstruction of
the fast-ion distribution from measurements became possible via
weight functions.14 A weight function w is the phase-space sensitiv-
ity of a diagnostic. When its product with the fast-ion distribution
f is integrated over phase space (x, v), the diagnostic signal s is
obtained. This can be expressed as

s(E1,d, E2,d) =∬ w(E1,d, E2,d, x, v) f (x, v)dxdv, (1)

where E1,d, E2,d are used to indicate the boundaries of an energy
bin in which particles or photons are detected by the diagnos-
tic. From here on, the dependence on E1,d, E2,d will be omitted
for brevity. For a single diagnostic energy bin, the weight func-
tions used in velocity-space tomography are two-dimensional, with
energy (E) and pitch (p) dependence. Utilizing velocity-space weight
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functions with tomography, it is possible to infer the fast-ion dis-
tribution in a small measurement volume around a single cross-
sectional point (R, Z). Velocity-space weight functions have been
developed for various fast-ion diagnostics, including fast-ion D-α
spectroscopy (FIDA),25,26 collective Thomson scattering,5,28 gamma-
ray spectroscopy,28,29 fast-ion loss detectors,30 neutral particle ana-
lyzers,27 neutron emission spectroscopy (NES),31,32 and 1D weight
functions for ion cyclotron emission diagnostics.33 However, with
velocity-space tomography, the full 3D fast-ion distribution of all
ions in the tokamak eludes reconstruction. Orbit weight functions
solve this problem by using the physical correlation of the points
along fast-ion orbits. This enables an inference of the complete fast-
ion distribution (assuming toroidal symmetry, guiding-center pic-
ture and neglecting collisions) in three-dimensional orbit space.34

The distribution in orbit space can then be transformed into the
corresponding distribution in (E, p, R, Z). Processes for calculating
orbit weight functions have been developed for neutron scintillators,
NPA, and FIDA.35 This paper concerns the development of orbit
weight functions for NES diagnostics. At the JET tokamak, neutron
spectroscopy is well-established,36 velocity-space weight functions
have already been developed,31,32 and it is used as a main diagnos-
tic for fast-ion studies.36,37 The development of NES orbit weight
functions will enable more detailed studies of fast ions in burning
plasmas at JET in the upcoming DT campaign.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, the choice of orbit
coordinates is motivated, the coordinates are explained, and orbit
space is described. In Sec. III, an overview of how to calculate orbit
weights is presented and described in more detail for the TOFOR38

and a NE213-scintillator39 at JET. In Sec. IV, orbit weight functions
for NES at JET are presented and visualized. Thereafter, a conclusion
and outlook follow in Sec. V.

II. ORBIT SPACE (E,pm ,Rm )
There are several possible choices when it comes to labeling

orbits in a tokamak plasma.40,41,42 The labeling can be done via a cho-
sen set of coordinates. The usual constants of motion coordinates
(E, μ, pϕ) = (energy, magnetic moment, toroidal canonical angu-
lar momentum) do not uniquely identify orbits.41 Therefore, to be
able to work with a purely 3D phase space, we have chosen to work
with the so-called orbit-space coordinates (E, pm, Rm).35 Here, E is
the kinetic energy of the fast ion, and pm is the pitch (ion velocity
parallel to the magnetic field divided by total ion velocity magni-
tude) at the maximum major radius position Rm of (the guiding-
center of) the orbit. Given a tokamak equilibrium and geometry, an
(E, pm, Rm) triplet uniquely labels any orbit (Zm is implicitly fixed).
Some example orbits are shown in Fig. 1, illustrating the concept of
an (E, pm, Rm) triplet. All orbits and relevant orbit-space quantities
in this paper are calculated for a deuterium ion.

In orbit space, there are specific topological regions corre-
sponding to the different types of orbits. In contrast to particle
space (E, p, R, Z), the gradient of the fast-ion distribution is usually
not continuous across topological boundaries in orbit space. This
is because continuity implies correlation, and it is not always the
case that topological regions that are close together in orbit space
are correlated. When crossing the boundary between two topolog-
ical regions, the orbit trajectory can change dramatically. It is even
possible that areas that are far apart in orbit space are more closely

FIG. 1. Example orbits with (E[keV], pm[−], Rm[m])-coordinates
(80, 0.15, 3.14) (stagnation), (80, 0.29, 3.21) (potato), (80, 0.47, 3.46)
(trapped), (80, 0.88, 3.57) (co-passing), and (80,−0.88, 3.67) (counter-passing)
for JET shot No. 96100 at 13.0012 s. The colored lines correspond to the
trajectories of the fast-ion guiding-center. The dotted lines correspond to the
magnetic flux surfaces. The colored points mark the Rm-coordinates of the orbits.
Note how the Z-coordinates of the Rm-points are slightly increasing with Rm, as a
result of the specific magnetic equilibrium.

correlated than areas that are near to each other.43 From Fig. 2, we
can observe how a large portion of orbit space (gray region) corre-
sponds to invalid and lost orbits. Lost orbits are orbits that intersect
the tokamak wall or the divertor. Invalid orbits are orbits that are
impossible to realize, given the magnetic equilibrium. The size of
this gray region can vary between tokamaks, time-stamps, etc. How-
ever, as previously investigated43 for the DIII-D tokamak, it seems to

FIG. 2. Orbit-space topology for JET shot No. 96100 at 13.0012 s with energy
E = 22.0 keV held constant. The black line marks the low-field side JET wall.
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consistently extend over a large portion of orbit space. Slices through
orbit space at other energies are qualitatively similar.

III. CALCULATING ORBIT WEIGHTS
To calculate a weight, one calculates the signal produced by

an ion at a specific action coordinate J, averaged over the angle
coordinates Θ. It can be stated generally as43

w(J) = (Π
i

1
τi
)∫

τ1

0
⋅ ⋅ ⋅∫

τi

0
S(J, Θ)dΘ, (2)

where w is the weight, τi is the final value before the corresponding
angle coordinate repeats, and S is the (synthetic) diagnostic signal.
For our orbit space of interest, J = (E, pm, Rm) and Θ = (t, γ, ϕ0),
where t is the time, γ is the gyro-angle, and ϕ0 is the initial toroidal
angle. Equation (2) can thus be written specifically as

w =
1

4π2τp
∫

2π

0
∫

2π

0
∫

τp

0
S(E, pm, Rm, t, γ, ϕ0)dtdγdϕ0, (3)

where w = w(E, pm, Rm) is the orbit weight for a single (E, pm, Rm)

coordinate. The orbit weights are the signal per fast ion on that
orbit. In practice, the orbit weight functions are then calculated by
discretizing (3), calculating synthetic signals via a forward model
for distributions consisting of just one non-zero orbit-space voxel
(a representation of a delta function), averaging over (t, γ, ϕ0), and
structuring the signals into a matrix W. Calculating W can be
written as the following step-by-step process:

1. Let f = n f δ(E − Ei)δ(pm − pm,j)δ(Rm − Rm,k), where f is the
test fast-ion distribution and n f is a test fast-ion density

2. Transform f into the format needed by the forward model as
input

3. Use the forward model to calculate the signal S for that delta
function

4. Average over (t, γ, ϕ0)

5. Repeat for all (Ei, pm,j, Rm,k) points of interest.

In the case of NES, we are interested in how different orbits pro-
duce different neutron spectra or, equivalently, how sensitive a mea-
surement at a specific neutron energy is to different areas of orbit
space. We have focused on the TOFOR38 diagnostic and the NE213-
scintillator39 diagnostic, both installed at JET. TOFOR is installed
so as to view a collimated neutron flux coming up vertically from
the plasma. As can be seen in Fig. 3, TOFOR and NE213 are able to
observe neutrons originating from fusion reactions along the part of
the orbit that lies in the viewing cone of the diagnostic. Depending
on the orbit, the fast ion will spend a varying amount of time inside
the viewing cone. For both diagnostics (or any diagnostic), this will
result in different parts of orbit space acquiring different weights.
The neutron energy En can be related to the known motional state of
the reactants via the following equation:37,44

En =
1
2

mnV2
cm +

mn

mn +m f
(Q + K)

+ (Vcm cos θ)(
2mnm f

mn +m f
(Q + K))

1/2
. (4)

Here, mn is the neutron mass, and Vcm = ∣Vcm∣ where Vcm
= (m1v1 +m2v2)/(m1 +m2) is the center-of-mass velocity of the
two reactant ions, described by their masses m1 and m2 and veloc-
ities v1 and v2. m f is the mass of the second product of the
fusion reaction, Q is the nuclear energy release of the reaction,
K = m1m2v

2
rel/(2(m1 +m2)) is the relative kinetic energy of the

reactants, where vrel = ∣v2 − v1∣ and θ indicates the angle between
Vcm and the neutron velocity vector in the center-of-mass frame. In

FIG. 3. Viewing cones of the TOFOR and NE213 diagnostics are shown by green and red areas, respectively. Depicted as examples in (a) and (b), both diagnostics observe
part of the fast-ion guiding-center trajectories for the trapped orbits with shown (E[keV], pm[−], Rm[m]) coordinates. The equilibrium is the same as in Fig. 1. The ion
temperature and density profiles are shown in (b) as an inset.
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practice, the process of calculating an NES orbit weight (for a given
plasma equilibrium and a given bulk ion temperature profile and
density profile) is as follows. An orbit is calculated for an (E, pm, Rm)

triplet. Toroidal symmetry is assumed, which means that the orbit
is characterized by its projection onto the (R, Z) plane and by the
energy and pitch values at each (R, Z) point. Hence, this is effec-
tively an (E, p, R, Z) distribution representing the orbit. For a given
instrument (TOFOR or NE213), the expected diagnostic signal from
this distribution can then be calculated with Monte Carlo methods.45

We normalize these calculations to the total number of points on
the orbit, which gives the signal that one ion on this orbit would
give rise to, which is precisely the orbit weight that we are after.
The orbit weight functions presented in this work have been calcu-
lated for a 100 × 100 × 100 orbit-space grid with E : [20.65, 149.35]
keV, pm : [−0.99, 0.99], and Rm : [3.03, 3.80]m. To achieve these rel-
atively smooth weight functions, no more than 500(E, p, R, Z) points
were used for each orbit. Often, the number of (E, p, R, Z) points was
significantly lower. The computational time is dependent on a num-
ber of factors. To calculate the orbit weight functions presented in
this paper, 40 Intel(R) Xeon(R) Scalable Gold CPUs 6148 2.20 GHz
were used, with an estimated maximum of 17.21 GB utilized RAM
memory and a total computational time of ∼25 h (including pro-
gramming package initialization and calculation of the orbits). How-
ever, it should be noted that an orbit weight function calculated on
a 100 × 100 × 100 orbit-space grid uses about five orders of magni-
tude more valid orbits than what is needed to accurately mimic the
physics of the forward model in this case. For JET shot No. 96100,
an orbit weight function using just the valid orbits of a 17 × 15 ×
13 orbit-space grid (for example) is enough to closely reproduce the
expected diagnostics signal when multiplied with the fast-ion dis-
tribution [Eq. (1)]. The number of valid orbits needed to correctly
mimic the physics of the forward model with the orbit weight func-
tions will depend on the size of the non-zero areas of the fast-ion
distribution in phase space as well as the phase-space resolution
requirements for both the fast-ion distribution and the diagnostic.

IV. VISUALISATION OF ORBIT WEIGHT FUNCTIONS
Since orbit weight functions are three-dimensional, the pro-

cess of visualization is difficult. For every point in three-dimensional
orbit space, there is a corresponding weight. Thus, the data are four-
dimensional (one phase-space location and one weight). Previous
work has visualized orbit weight functions via projection onto the
three orthogonal coordinate planes.35 To be able to get a detailed
picture of how the sensitivity is distributed in terms of different orbit
types, this work has chosen to instead examine the orbit weight func-
tions slice-by-slice in terms of fast-ion energy E. The topological
boundaries for a specific energy can then be superimposed onto the
orbit weight function to easily identify the topological areas of high-
est sensitivity. In Fig. 4, it can be observed how, for the given fast-ion
energy and TOFOR neutron energy bin, large weights can be found
for potato orbits and heavily localized counter-passing orbits. It can
also be noted how a narrow region of large weights extends from
the potato region, through the trapped region, and out to the JET
wall. This is due to the “banana tips” of those trapped orbits coincid-
ing with the TOFOR viewing cone, where the fast ions then spend
a relatively large fraction of their poloidal transit times. Hence, the

FIG. 4. A slice of a normalized TOFOR orbit weight function with superimposed
topological boundaries. For a fast-ion orbit with E = 88.25 keV, the TOFOR neu-
tron energy bin with (E1,d , E2,d) = (2.775, 2.875)MeV will be most sensitive to
potato orbits and counter-passing orbits heavily localized around the magnetic axis
(small Rm value). The three colored points indicate the coordinates of the trapped
orbits depicted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The equilibrium is the same as in Fig. 1. The
colorbars indicate normalized weight.

sensitivity is higher. For the NE213-scintillator, the general struc-
ture of the orbit weight functions differs, as can be seen in Fig. 5. For
the given fast-ion energy and neutron energy bin, the sensitivity to
stagnation orbits is relatively high. This is in agreement with expec-
tations since many stagnation orbits will have their poloidal orbit
path projection completely within the NE213 viewing cone. The
slices presented in Figs. 4 and 5 are typical for most neutron energy
bins and fast-ion energies, albeit great variations do exist. Note that
the above results have been obtained assuming DD reactions only

FIG. 5. A slice of a normalized NE213 orbit weight function with superimposed
topological boundaries. For a fast-ion orbit with E = 88.25 keV, the NE213 neu-
tron energy bin with (E1,d , E2,d) = (2.325, 2.425)MeV will be most sensitive to
stagnation orbits. The equilibrium is the same as in Fig. 1. The colorbars indicate
normalized weight.
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and exclusively beam-target neutron yield. The orbit-space sensitiv-
ity will likely vary for other scenarios. Recall also that the topology
of orbit space itself will vary depending on the magnetic equilibrium.
However, the discussion regarding orbits with a relatively high sensi-
tivity attributable to a relatively large fraction of the time being spent
within the viewing cone of the diagnostic is valid in general.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Orbit weight functions have been developed for the TOFOR

and NE213-scintillator diagnostics at JET. They are comprised of
weights where each weight is the signal per fast ion on a unique
orbit. On their own, they describe the orbit-space sensitivity, that
is, for a given diagnostic, how sensitive a measurement of a spe-
cific energy bin is to the different regions of orbit space. The weight
functions show that both diagnostics are highly sensitive to orbits
whose fast ions spend a large fraction of their orbit transit times
inside the viewing cone of the diagnostic. In particular, TOFOR is
found to have relatively large weights for potato orbits and heavily
localized counter-passing orbits. The NE213-scintillator is found to
have relatively large weights for stagnation orbits. Together with a
TOFOR- or NE213-signal originating from a fast-ion distribution,
the orbit weight functions can be used to reconstruct the orbit-space
fast-ion distribution, which can then be transformed to obtain the
four-dimensional, gyro- and toroidally averaged fast-ion distribu-
tion function in energy, pitch, R, and Z. This will be shown in future
work.
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